
Pricing will vary depending on venue, guest count, and number of vendors. Each package includes both of us 
helping you throughout the wedding process and day of the wedding, along with our wedding day

emergency kit full of as needed wedding day essentials. 

Day of Coordination

Customized day of timeline
Ceremony rehearsal 
Vendor Coordination

Assisting vendors as needed
Assure reception, cocktail, and ceremony sites are set up

Orchestrating ceremony processional
Overseeing guest flow

Confirming the wedding party has bouquets and boutonnieres
Confirming the appropriate individuals have the wedding bands

Confirming the officiant receives the marriage license
Initiating any scheduled formalities (first dance, dinner, cake cutting, send off, etc.)

Sapphire Package

Begins 30 days out from your wedding day
Scheduling vendor’s day of arrival times

Reviewing vendor contracts
Communicating with vendors to nail down details

Phone calls and emails to discuss plans
Walk through of the venue(s)

Customized layout of ceremony/reception area  
Setting up personal decor items 

Distribution of any final payments to vendors on your behalf (including gratuities)
Packing up personal items at the end of the night (décor, guest book, card box, etc.)
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Ruby Package

Begins 90 days out from your wedding day
4 - 5  meetings to discuss progress and planning

Vendor communication and updating of orders as needed
Email reminders for final vendor payments

Assist in booking last minute vendors
Attending any final vendor meetings as requested

Design assistance

Diamond Package

Suggest and get quotes from vendors
Negotiate with vendors 

Design and budget guidance
Attend or handle vendor meetings

6 - 10 meetings to discuss progress and planning
Keeping you up to date on wedding planning tasks

Setting up vendor meetings on your behalf
Vendor payment reminders

Room Block and transportation scheduling
RSVP and invitation assistance

Wedding website assistance
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